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Editorial

Teriparatide for 
Glucocorticoid-induced
Osteoporosis

Efficacy trials have been widely considered to rank at the

highest level of published evidence. Although this is cer-

tainly a major advance in the field of clinical research,

results of clinical trials have some important limitations

when applied to everyday patients. Besides the fact that the

studied population does not necessarily behave in a similar

fashion across different countries, races, practices, or health-

care systems1, the population included in such trials has usu-

ally been carefully selected to assess individuals as “clean-

ly” as possible with respect to the disease and outcomes as

defined in the study design. However, in clinical practice, in

the vast majority of cases patients suffer from other dis-

eases, receive other drugs, and adhere to treatments very dif-

ferently. It has been estimated that up to 80% of patients

asking for osteoporosis care would be excluded from osteo-

porosis trials2. Hence the importance of well designed

observational studies where patients, interventions, and

results are identical to what we deal with in our everyday

practice. Only pragmatic or naturalistic studies can over-

come the gap between efficacy and effectiveness.

Teriparatide is a drug that is better known thanks to

observational studies. It was approved for postmenopausal

osteoporosis after a phase 3 randomized clinical trial3 that,

for several reasons, was stopped after about 2 years. Later,

other randomized trials have supported its use in men4 and

in glucocorticoid (GC)-induced osteoporosis5. Nevertheless,

some important questions were raised after the use of the

drug became widespread. Some authors suggested a blunt-

ing effect when the drug was used in combination or after

treatment with strong antiresorptives6. This important issue

for the practicing clinician has been explored precisely by a

large observational trial, EUROFORS (European Study of

Forsteo)7,8,9, and similarly by EFOS (European Forsteo

Observational Study), from Karras, et al and reported in this

issue of The Journal10. Data obtained by clinicians from

several European countries demonstrate a lack of a blunting

effect and full efficacy of the drug even in patients receiving

longterm treatment with other antiosteoporosis drugs. This

clarification has been instrumental, since a large number of

patients with osteoporosis have received previous treatment

with antiresorptives and, in particular, with aminobisphos-

phonates. Therefore, the validity of these results supports

our decisions in cases where the period of treatment with a

bisphosphonate has been completed, the patient is still at

high risk of fracture, but we do not want to continue treat-

ment. Also, in cases where an antiresorptive is not achiev-

ing the desired effect and the patient shows inadequate

response to the drug11, the need for an anabolic is the main

option. Because of all these situations we now have solid

evidence in favor of the efficacy of the treatment.

GC-induced osteoporosis is very difficult territory to

explore in randomized clinical trials. The negative bone

effect induced by these compounds is particularly aggres-

sive12 and constitutes the main cause of secondary osteo-

porosis and associated fractures, even at low doses13.

However, patients receive GC for a large variety of dis-

eases, at very different doses, continuously or in an inter-

mittent fashion, with diverse compounds and in dissimilar

regimes and modes of administration. Moreover, a placebo

arm is unacceptable for included study subjects. This makes

it extremely problematic to form homogeneous groups in

which to study the effect of an antiosteoporosis treatment.

Teriparatide has demonstrated antifracture efficacy in this

clinical situation in a well designed comparator trial versus

alendronate5. However, the main limitations of these data in

terms of external validity leave some questions open when

results are translated to the usual patient in routine practice.

This is the main value of the EFOS study10. Carried out

in 8 European countries, it included patients about to start

teriparatide under clinical conditions of usual practice.

Among included cases, a subgroup of GC users was the

focus of the reported analysis. Obviously, these cases had

more severe concomitant diseases, received more concomi-

tant medications, and had a worse functional status and

health-related quality of life: in other words, the usual

patients treated with GC and therefore at significant high
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risk of fracture. However, in addition, they were at high risk

of inadequate response to treatments for osteoporosis14.

Perhaps the most relevant result of the work of Karras, et

al10 is new evidence added to the sequential therapy

approach in patients receiving GC. Analysis of their results

supports the antifracture efficacy of the treatment, even after

stopping teriparatide, when a continuation therapy is used.

Patients also reported better health-related quality of life

scores and back pain relief. No treatment can be followed up

for life, and these strategies, although widely used in clini-

cal practice, need to be fully confirmed by efficacy and

effectiveness trials. The gain in terms of bone density, bone

strength, and fracture reduction obtained by a full course of

teriparatide treatment can vanish in a few months after ther-

apy has ended.

Drawing a parallel between osteoporosis and hematolog-

ical disorders, with teriparatide we might induce a “remis-

sion” of the disease that, later on, will be followed by a

phase of “consolidation” when an antiresorptive is used.

Whether this cycle of treatment can be repeated several

times to reverse anatomical deterioration in the bone, both in

terms of density and quality, remains to be proved but, the-

oretically, it could lead to a “cure” of the disease. Every ana-

bolic-antiresorptive cycle will set up a new level of mechan-

ical strength, given that currently available therapies show a

“therapeutic ceiling”14 beyond which the restoration of bone

competence cannot be achieved. It is especially true in cases

with advanced disease, and precisely such cases are in

greater need of a fully effective treatment. 

One of the best examples of the need for a cure for osteo-

porosis is when it is induced by the aggressive effects of glu-

cocorticoids on bone.
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